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TALK ON EUROPE AND THE EHF

for the West London HG

19 January 2012

Thank you for the invitation . . .

Want to cover a lot of ground.

a) the very different cultural and constitutional

backgrounds situations in different parts of Europe,

and the consequent wide range of views

represented in EHF MOs that make it difficult to

find agreed policies

b) the extent of financial and other support for the

churches from governments and EU institutions -

and in particular the privileged consultation rights

for churches and others in the Lisbon treaty

c) the work the EHF is doing against this

background.
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A

As I approach the end of my term as President of

the EHF, I recall that 

when I became President of EHF in June 2006 I

already knew that there were different views in

different countries about Humanism & secularism

and about what should be the relationship between

church and state.

The year before, at the IHEU Congress in 2005 our

French hosts were celebrating 100 years of the

1905 Law of Separation of Church & State.  But

there we found that we and the French were

speaking a different language - even after the

interpreters had done their work.  

However, in June 2006 I thought I could sort out

some of the tangle.  After all, we agree on a

naturalistic view of the world and in being rational

- so an analytical approach to the points of

difference ought to yield results?

Over five years as President have served merely to

show how far far deeper are the differences than

I’d thought.
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It is not just that we differ in our ideas - 

we cannot even understand each other,

because we use words differently 

& because our historical & cultural assumptions are

so different.

WORDS

As to words - Humanism in English is primarily

now ‘our’ Humanism - i.e., a positive non-religious

lifestance - and the churches are struggling to

regain any ownership of the idea - ‘Christianity is

the true Humanism - Humanism with added God’

But in France humanisme and in Italy umanismo is

still a broad concept close to humanitarianism

crossed with Renaissance learning, and it is

claimed by the churches.

  

Not only that, but our colleagues there are highly

suspicious of any attempt to develop non-religious

beliefs - the idea of a non-religious ‘lifestance’ is

seen as a betrayal of their rejection of religion. 

Secularism is another awkward word - laicité in

French, but the word comes bundled with other

disparate meanings ranging from a social

philosophy of solidarity and mutual responsibility

to a deep suspicion of the EU as a Vatican plot.
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In English, there is great confusion over the

meaning of “secularism”, “secular”,

“secularisation”, “secularity” and so on, and a

parallel confusion of the ideas of

secular meaning simply non-religious in the sense

of ‘pertaining to ordinary life’

secular as the equivalent of atheist or non-religious

secular used or pejoratively by church leaders to

refer to a shallow consumerist attitude to life

secularisation as the process of society becoming

less religious

secularism as the political philosophy of separation

of church and state, and so 

secularists as opponents of religion or

secularists as supporters, personally religious or

not, of separation of church and state.

But even this idea of separation of church and

state is unclear - I’ll come back to that.

CONCEPTS 

It is not just that our words are slippery 

- our views and beliefs differ in the world of

“organised non-religion” in Europe.

Broadly, there is a division between the Catholic

south and the Protestant north.
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In Italy, France and Spain, for example, the

emphasis is anti-clerical - on challenging the

domination of the RC church and its interference in

secular concerns.

By contrast, in northern Europe not only has the

Reformation resulted in a multiplicity of

denominations with no single dominant church, so

that religion bulks less large, 

but the Protestant emphasis on individual

conscience has allowed the concept of a non-

religious lifestance as an alternative to religion to

emerge 

- specifically, the non-religious belief of Humanism.

SEPARATION/NEUTRALITY

But there is a significant division even in the north. 

This emerges when we look at the question of

what we mean by the political idea of secularism -

i.e. where it concerns the relations of church and

state.  

Broadly it is the difference between 

separation of church & state and 

neutrality of the state as to religion or belief.
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The disagreement in Paris in 2005 focussed on

this.  

The French want a total separation of church &

state.  French freethinkers in Libre Pensée even go

so far as deploring any government that consults

and listens to religious organisations such as

churches along with secular NGOs and the public.

But in the Netherlands, Norway, Belgium, Finland

& parts of Germany the Government recognises

the main belief groups - typically  RC / protestant /

humanist - and may even devolve to them

functions that usually belong to the state.  

The state remains neutral but it provides huge

funds to the main ‘religion or belief’ bodies to

provide services to the public - including

straightforward religious worship and preaching!

This seems completely alien to us.

But the humanist organisations in NL (for example)

are very happy to run some social services and

community development, to have chaplains in the

Armed services and hospitals, to run a university

to train people to be humanist workers, to have a

professional archive centre, and to dispense €70 or

€80 m a year in overseas aid.  
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However the result is that they are thoroughly

incorporated into the state, where the churches

remain the major players, and they seem to an

outsider like me to have lost any wish to engage

critically with religion.  

Similarly in Belgium, where the humanists won a

political battle in 1993 for equal recognition with

the RCs and other much smaller religious groups.  

The result is that the two Belgian humanist

organisations - one French, one Dutch speaking -

have official recognition and (unlike in NL) direct

government funding for themselves that provides 

premises and staff in every town, radio and TV

studios to produce programmes that are broadcast

routinely on the national networks, and so on.

But the Government also pays for all the RC

priests and their churches - and the division of

funding in Belgium is (according to a very recent

report) 85.8% to the RCs and 8.0% to the

humanists, 2.5% to Protestant churches, 2.1% to

the Muslims, and the last 1.6% being shared by

the Jews and the Orthodox and Anglican churches.
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AGAINST PILLARS

This sort of arrangement - popularly known as a

pillar constitution, where much is devolved to the

main pillars of the community - is open in my eyes

to severe criticism.

It gives overwhelming importance to religion or

belief as a key personal characteristic - whereas

we know from studies in England that there at

least religion is a pretty unimportant factor in most

people’s self-identification.

It assigns people to a very limited number of

groups, which does not recognise the complexity

of beliefs and almost forces them to act through

these groups if they wish to pursue devolved

activities - because they have the money &

recognition.

And it therefore provides a life-support system for

moribund churches long after their true support

has - or would have - waned, as it has in the UK.

This is especially true where it carries over into

religious education in schools: for example, in

Belgium, children get either an RC, Orthodox,

Protestant, Jewish, Muslim or humanist education.
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However, it is comfortable for the humanist

organisations in those countries, which are far

richer than those elsewhere - and that helps the

EHF: the Belgian and Norwegian humanist

organisations pay very high subscriptions to the

EHF and the Centre d’Action Laique provides

invaluable support from its staff.

B

But it is not only these countries with pillar

constitutions that provide financial support to the

churches.

Indeed, financial support is the rule rather than

the exception.  

Often it goes along with official registration, with

which comes privileges such as entrée into schools

to give religious instruction.  

In some countries a religious organisation cannot

have legal personality - i.e. exist as a legal entity,

able to hold property and sign contracts - until it

has been registered - and yet there are sometimes

(especially in ex-Soviet countries) demanding

conditions on registration. 
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Hungary’s authoritarian and nationalist

government has just brought in a restrictive new

law that de-registers all but 14 religious

denominations and sets high hurdles to re-

registration. 

That is very different from the UK where religious

bodies can be formed as readily as any other NGO.

As to financial support, it can take different forms: 

(a) payment for services rendered - similar to the

system in the UK where public services are

contracted out to charities or other providers, but

often on a huge scale - in Germany, the RC church

receives about €10 billion a year for running

hospitals, schools and the like.

(b) channelling donations from church members -

a ‘church tax’ that is nominally voluntary but is

actually often a condition of church membership:

no tax, no communion.  Left to their own devices

instead of having the government’s tax offices

collect it for them, the churches would never be

able to extract the amounts they currently get - in

Germany, about another €10 billion.
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(c) straight hand-outs of government money.  

Here are some examples: 

Denmark has an established church and its

members (80% of population) have to pay a

church tax.  In addition it receives Government

grants worth about €100mn. pa.

Finland has 2 established churches (one a tiny

Orthodox church) which also account for 80% of

the population & their members pay a church tax

with their income tax.  The Evangelical-Lutheran

Church of Finland in addition gets 1.63% of the

proceeds of corporation tax - this alone amounts to

€100 million a year.

In France, despite its boasted separation of

church and state, associations cultuelles (which are

confined to liturgical activities) pay no tax. 

Moreover, churches built before 1905 are owned

and maintained by the state at a cost of about

€100 mn pa, and local authorities provide housing

for priests at a cost of €54 mn pa.
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Greece pays for the training, salaries and

pensions of Greek Orthodox clergy and for their

church buildings.

Iceland has a compulsory church tax that

taxpayers can assign to any registered religion -

but humanists cannot register as a ‘religion or

belief’ and assign theirs to their humanist

association - it has to be given to the university. 

Court action under the ECHR has failed in all the

domestic courts and a case at the ECtHR is

planned if the cost can be funded.

In Italy 0.8% of income tax goes to registered

religions or to the state as nominated by each

individual taxpayer - but 60% of taxpayers indicate

no preference and their tax is divided up in the

proportions indicated by the 40% who do - so the

RCs get 87% of the slice of income tax. Our Italian

member organisation has recenly estimated that

the Church gets €6 billion a year from the Italian

state.

Enough subsidies for the churches!
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C

But it is not only at state level that the churches

wield influence - there is increasing interest in

involving them at international level.

The background here is 

- the well established use by the Vatican of every

possible lever to maintain its influence

- a perceived need both to acknowledge and to

counterbalance the rise of Islam in Europe 

Already before 9/11 Vatican lobbying led to the

1997 Treaty of Amsterdam including a Declaration

that under the (Lisbon) Reform Treaty has become

Article 17 of the Treaty on the Functioning of the

European Union. 

 

It reads:

Status of churches and non-confessional

organisations

1. The Union respects and does not prejudice

the status under national law of churches and
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religious associations or communities in the

Member States.

This first clause means that no EU instrument of

non-discrimination, no rule about commitment to

the European Convention of Human Rights can be

used to interfere with

 

!either the international treaties or concordats

that the Vatican has concluded with many

countries

!or any national arrangements that provide the

churches with unwarranted privileges.

2. The Union equally respects the status

under national law of philosophical and non-

confessional organisations.

This second clause was included perforce, given

the EU’s commitment to non-discrimination on

grounds of religion or belief, which is anyway

enshrined in the UDHR and the ECHR.  As a result,

the European Humanist Federation has a toe-hold

on similar recognition.  

These two clauses were included in the 1997

treaty.  The third was added in the Lisbon treaty.
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3. Recognising their identity and their specific

contribution, the Union shall maintain an

open, transparent and regular dialogue with

these churches and organisations.

This third clause gives the churches an entrée into

the internal policy debates of the Union.

Despite the extension to the humanists of the

same provisions, our commitment to the open

society and against unwarranted privilege, whether

for ourselves or others, led to the humanist

movement across Europe fighting a ten-year battle

against what is now Article 17.  

We are outraged that the EU, a secular institution

committed to democracy and Human Rights,

should give such favoured treatment to religious

institutions 

• that have no legitimate role in its concerns,

• that are internally autocratic rather than

democratic, 

and 
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• that include the Holy See, a ‘foreign state’

that is not in the EU, has no wish to join, and

is the only European ‘state’ that is not signed

up to the ECHR, being in fact committed to

religious values that are explicitly hostile to

various Human Rights. 

The Vatican throughout European history has had

a very active and often malign role in secular

politics, from the crusades and the wars of religion

down to its concordats with Mussolini and Hitler,

turning a blind eye to the holocaust.

It has not ceased this meddling.

When the consultation began on a constitution for

Europe, the two conferences of European bishops 

responded with a memorandum that was

unpublished by either themselves or the EU.

In it - we have a leaked copy on our website - they

demanded:

- consultation at the pre-legislative stage on all

proposed directives and initiatives

- regular dialogue between COMECE and CEC and

the staff of the Commission President
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- working sessions on more specific issues when

the churches had particular concerns

- personal meetings with the President of the EU

Commission

- a liaison office “within the services of the

European Commission”.  (They were not satisfied

with the liaison unit they already had in the EU

President’s office.)

In the event the Churches got everything except

this office within the Commission. 

At the annual meeting of COMECE in November

2007, their President conveniently set them out in

his speech.  I quote:

there are first of all “seminars which the European

Commission has been arranging for years on

fundamental issues with church representatives”

Next there are “the traditional talks between

[church] representatives and the church in

question with governments in the framework of

their six-monthly EU Council Presidency”
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And there are “the . . . key talks of the last three

years, to which leading religious representatives

were invited by the presidents of the European

institutions”.   

These meetings have taken place annually since

1995 and include not only church representatives

but also imams and rabbis.

In addition, there must be much more liaison at a

lower level - the Vatican has a large lobbying staff

in Brussels close to the Commission building.

You might have thought that the churches would

be reasonably satisfied with this level of

involvement, largely free from any public scrutiny

and with the blandest of press statements if any to

let the people of Europe know what was going on.

But no.  The COMECE president went on to say:

 

“These talks are indeed necessary but they alone

are in our view not enough to satisfy the offer of

an open, transparent and regular dialogue. . .”
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And when the Lisbon Treaty came into effect,

COMECE and CEC sent in another paper in which

they looked forward to “a further increase in the

already high level of readiness of EU civil servants

or politicians to engage in a dialogue with the

churches” and set out how they saw this closer

collaboration coming about.

OUR DILEMMA 

The EHF fought a long campaign against these

privileges.  

But even there we have our differences of nuance.

• Some oppose any such consultation with

religious bodies outright.

• Others oppose special treatment for the

churches but would be happy to see them

treated like any other international NGO.

However, we could not persuade any government

to take our side, and the public argument got

diverted into one about the preamble to the draft

Constitution, 

which we won but which both we and the churches

both knew was much less important.
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Now we have Article 17

and it applies not just to religious organisations

but also to ‘philosophical and non-confessional

organisations’ - that is, humanists.

This gave rise to considerable discussion within

EHF as to whether we should take up the

opportunity of such consultation.

Most have agreed that we should 

- but some (the French in particular) have taken a

purist attitude: that we are against any such

privileges for anyone, ourselves included.

We are still opposed on principle to religion or

belief organisations having such privileged access

at the highest levels of the EU, but the line we

have settled on is based mainly on pragmatism:

while the churches continue to take advantage of

it, we need to do so ourselves so as to counter

their influence.

For some years we pressed for an invitation to the

annual meetings that the EU Commission, Council

and Parliament Presidents hold with eminent

religious representatives.  
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This succeeded only in irritating the Commission,

but criticism from MEPs led in 2009 to the

Commission initiating a parallel meeting with non-

confessional and philosophical organisations.

Extraordinarily the majority - about 2 out of 3 - of

those they invited are from Freemasonry lodges

and Grand Orients.  

Now admittedly the Continental tradition of

freemasonry, after a 19th century schism, is very

different from the British one and is strongly

supportive of secularism - but quite a number of

the people invited come from lodges that require

belief in a deity.  

They may be secularists - but so may Christians

and Muslims - and they are certainly not ‘non-

confessional’.

Back in 2008, in order to keep some appearance of

balance with the churches, we were accorded a

conference with simultaneous translation at EU

expense in Brussels - and Manuel Barroso spoke

briefly in person.  

At the conference we marked the 60th anniversary

of the Universal Declaration of Human Rights. 
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The Commission offered us another such

conference - but withdrew the invitation last

summer after nearly two years of futile

correspondence about a date and other

arrangements when we told them we wanted the

subject to be “Religion and Belief in Democratic

Societies: Issues of Equality and Freedom”. 

They said:

The Commission has no competence in

religious or philosophical matters. For this

reason, our dialogue meetings should focus

exclusively on Commission policy initiatives. 

Nevertheless the EHF asks us now to support

a conference that intends to articulate its

views on religion rather than discuss

Commission policy. 

They said that anyway the proper way to pursue a

dialogue was by small closed meetings called

‘dialogue seminars’ at which our experts could

meet Commission experts.  

So this year we proposed a dialogue seminar on

the same subject of clashes of rights - and got the

same response.  
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We tried quietly with back-door approaches to the

Commission by a former senior EU official to get

the decision reversed - but after being fobbed off

and ignored for over four months we finally in the

middle of October lodged an official complaint with

the EU Ombudsman about the Commission’s

failure to implement the Lisbon treaty. 

This got some publicity and led within a short time

to their conceding the dialogue seminar we

wanted, which we are now trying to organise.

On November 30 we had the latest non-

confessional meeting with the three presidents,

when I went off the subject to criticise the

Commission’s approach - and President Barroso

made a conciliatory reply.  

But later in the day we had a meeting at the

European Parliament when President Buzek,

unavoidably detained in a plenary session, sent the 

deputy president whom he had given responsibility

for the dialogue to take the chair.  

This man, Laszlo Tokes from Romania, a former

bishop, in his introduction managed to quote the

Bible and to refer to the former east European

Communist regimes as “atheist dictatorships”.
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Then when the chair of the EPPSP, Sophie in’t

Veld, asked for answers to questions she had been

putting to Buzek & Tokes for almost a year, he

refused to answer and tried to shut her up.  That

was just the start of a very lively meeting - at

which once again I was outnumbered 3:1 on the

platform by freemasons!

THE EHF

Before I go on, I must take a step or two back and

describe the EHF so that you know what it really

means.

The EHF was formed 20 years ago and is

incorporated under Belgian law.  It currently has

53 member organisations in 23 countries - the

total of MOs has doubled since I took over as

President.  

It has an annual GA (General Assembly), which is

the sovereign body.  

The GA elects its board, and the board elects the

president - which sounds grand but really just

means chairman - and the General Secretary and

the Treasurer - all volunteers.  
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For the last three years there has been no General

Secretary following the retirement of Georges

Liénard and in effect I am acting as General

Secretary as well as President.

EHF has a minuscule budget - about €30,000 - and

reserves of about €15,000.  

We have only just decided that we can

exceptionally afford to pay board members their

travelling expenses to board meetings.

We have a conference every year to accompany

our GA which is hosted by a different MO each

year.  This year’s will be in Utrecht on May 25-27. 

My own interest in EHF has been centred on two

things:-

a) in improving communication with

members and engaging them more in its affairs.

- I have produced a new website -

www.humanistfederation.eu - which is a major

improvement on its predecessor and has huge

amounts of information. It has recently been

totally revised in a new, more readable design and

with significant additions and improvements.
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I have stimulated use of our two Yahoo forums:

- e-forum Info - posting reports on activities - do

please subscribe - [send an email to

admin@humanistfederation.eu saying who

you are] 

- e-forum for MOs - for internal matters. 

and we have just introduced an email newsletter.

b) lobbying and campaigning at a European

level in the three key European institutions -

though we also make representations to national

governments fairly often. 

As to THE EUROPEAN UNION, we address the

Commission, Council and Parliament and are of

course aided by Article 17:

i) Our engagement with the Commission has

been frustrating as they have tried to exclude and

patronise us.

But after pressure from MEPs we did have two

meetings with the EU Commission’s President

Barroso 

and we have had prolific correspondence with him

http://www.humanistfederation.eu
mailto:admin@humanistfederation.eu
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and individual commissioners.  All this can be seen

on our website.

We make submissions in response to EU and other

consultations, - recently on EU research policy and

on policy on illegal drugs.

And I was asked in 2008 to speak at an EU an

invitation-only conference on intercultural

dialogue.

ii) Our dealings with the Council of Ministers 

have included correspondence and speaking at

conferences. 

And at the start of last year we made a

breakthrough.  As I said, the churches have been

having meetings with each six-monthly revolving

national presidency for very many years.  

In January, in the last days of his Presidency,   

the Belgian Prime Minister received a delegation

from us on similar terms; 

and subsequently we have met the Hungarian and

Polish presidencies in the same way in meetings in

Budapest and Warsaw.  
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We hope that this will hold for all future national

revolving presidencies 

- or even better to see an end to all such

meetings: Denmark has not yet fixed a meeting

with the churches or with us. 

As to the permanent Council presidency of Herman

van Rompuy, we have had informal good relations

with one or two people in his cabinet, and we

believe it was his influence that persuaded Barroso

to set up the parallel ‘summit meetings’ with the

non-confessional organisations.

iii) We also work in the European Parliament.

(a) Throughout the last Parliament (2005-2009)

we worked with the ‘backbench’ Working Group on

Separation Religion and Politics and contributed to

its meetings.  We did the public launch of the

Brussels Declaration at one, handing it to a

representative of the German presidency.

In the current Parliament, the group has renamed

itself the European Parliamentary Platform for

Secularism in Politics and has become more active. 

It has a good website - http://politicsreligion.eu/ 

http://politicsreligion.eu/
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It continues to be chaired by the feisty Dutch MEP

Sophie in’t Veld who was given an award by IHEU

at the World Congress in Oslo this summer.  

It meets roughly bi-monthly while the Parliament

is sitting, usually with outside speakers.  The size

of meetings ranges up to 100+ people. 

It is typically attended by four or five MEPs, plus

research staff of these and other MEPs, plus

representatives of supportive NGOs.

There is an advisory board of NGOs which I chair

which includes representatives of the BHA, NSS,

Centre d’Action Laique and of Catholics for Free

Choice and other secular, religious and human

rights groups. - I shall refer again to this Board

later.

(b) We provided MOs with a briefing for the

European election in 2009, with questions to ask

candidates.

(c) We have written several times to the President

of the Parliament
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(d) In 2010 we organised a lobby of MEPs. We had

a generally very friendly reception - though we did

hand-pick our MEPs! - and may try to organise

something on a bigger scale some time in the

future, especially as the Parliament is gradually

gaining importance and power.

iv) We also - in collaboration with IHEU - take

part in activities at the COUNCIL OF EUROPE,

and in fact supply the most active members of its

delegation. 

The Council operates at three levels - 

C inter-governmental or ministerial, where we

may be invited to take part in conferences -

e.g., Andrew Copson was a speaker at two

conferences on religion and education.  

C INGO level - with general meetings alongside

meetings of the PACE and working groups

producing reports - a current one is looking at

human rights  and religion.

C PACE (Parliamentary Assembly of the Council

of Europe) - made up of nominated MPs from

the parliaments of the 47 member states.  
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There is lobbying work to do here too - the

Catholics are of course very active - but good

resolutions have been adopted on creationism and

abortion rights and so on. 

The resolutions of the PACE have only persuasive

power but they are more than just symbolic and

sometimes lead on to treaty amendments.  So we

have several times alerted MOs to the need to

contact their countries’ MPs who are in the PACE.

In October 2010 we suffered a serious defeat in

the Parliamentary Assembly when a number of

MEPs left for the weekend 

which allowed a resolution on the need to regulate

the use of conscientious objection in order to

protect (in particular) women’s health services 

to be savaged by the very well organised forces of

reactionary religion.  

The Vatican is always very active in all

international bodies, and another serious enemy is

an organisation called the European Centre for Law

and Justice, which looks very respectable and has

a website that mimics the look of the European

Court of Human Rights but is actually an offshoot

of the American evangelist Pat Robertson. 
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Nonetheless, it has a formidable legal team and

produces persuasive briefings.

As a result of this defeat the AB to the EPPSP

decided that the time had come to try to organise

a network of bodies across Europe that supported

the principle of secularism or were at least faced

with reactionary religious opposition to their

campaigns.

So on its behalf I sent out invitations and enrolled

organisations in an Alliance for a Secular Europe: it

now has about 80 member organisations from

across Europe and a Yahoo group exchange of

alerts and information. 

But the Council of Europe can also be the setting

for success.  Early this year we were alerted that

its Committee on Culture, Education and Science

was producing a report on ‘the religious aspects of

intercultural dialogue’ and had invited a number of

religious spokesmen to one of its meetings.  I

quickly put together a paper and sent it to them

and as a result was asked at the last minute to

attend the meeting too and was able to speak. 
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Our paper was clearly influential: the final report,

was full of references to humanists and the non-

religious and recommended the Council of

Ministers to “promote a genuine partnership for

democracy and human rights between the Council

of Europe, the religious faiths and the main

humanist organisations”, implemented by a high-

level dialogue.  

The PACE adopted the recommendation, and I

gathered at a conference in Luxembourg at the

end of November that ministers were likely to take

it forward.

v) Lastly we work at the OSCE.  One of its three

functions - the other two are politico-military and

economic/environmental - is the ODIHR which has

an annual HDIM. The meetings take place in

Warsaw.  They have a long agenda but only 2 or 3

days are relevant to our concerns. 

Imagine a large hotel ballroom with tables in a

huge hollow square, with seats behind - diplomats

representing the 70-odd member states - incl USA

and Canada - on two sides, OSCE officials at the

top, and a crowd of NGOs opposite them, in front

of the interpreters’ booths.  
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And outside, tables covered with literature,

screens linking to all the papers delivered and

some not delivered, side-rooms for extra

meetings, and outside the security barrier all the

expensive bars and coffee lounges of a major four-

star hotel.

And the NGOs are treated the same in plenary

sessions as the national delegations: so an EHF

speech might be sandwiched between the USA and

the Holy See!

The meeting is a forum for ethnic & religious

minorities to protest on an international platform

against discrimination and persecution in their

countries

and for organisations like the Council of Europe

and Amnesty International to raise issues. 

Governments use it as platform to proclaim their

virtues, which are sometimes less than apparent,

and to answer criticism.

It is also used by religious minorities to complain

about their appalling persecution in some eastern

European countries 
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- as well as by cults  to  complain about the French1

Government funding an anti-cult organisation.  

There are also official rapporteurs on anti-

Semitism, on Islamophobia & on Christianophobia!

There is a tendency for Western governments to

gang up on the eastern European ones, which are

undoubtedly responsible for the major abuses. 

Interventions in the plenary sessions are short -

five minutes if you are very lucky, two or three

more usually - so you find yourself drastically

editing prepared notes!  But you can put your full

text - and supplementary texts - on the conference

website, where they remain for two or three years.

In recent years I have used the plenary sessions

C to expose the ‘undiplomatic’ behaviour of the

Holy See - a member state in the OSCE - in

subverting the rule of law in other member

states in the interest of protecting paedophile

priests and so on
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C to vindicate the concept of neutrality against

the popular claim among our opponents that

a blank wall is no more neutral than a wall

with a crucifix on it.

Our other delegates have made similar

contributions.

We also submit written recommendations, and we

hold side-meetings every year:-  

In 2008 I spoke on the proper place of religion and

belief in the public square, criticising a recent

speech by the Vatican Secretary of State, Cardinal

Bertone.  The Vatican delegate accepted an

invitation to attend but failed to turn up!

In 2009 we had a meeting on the limits to legal

recognition of conscientious and religious

objection.

In 2010 we covered the Lautsi case - the one

about crucifixes on classroom walls in Italy.

In 2011 we set out our views on how to reconcile

freedom of religion or belief with equality and non-

discrimination.
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Conscientious objection is an increasing worry as

the Vatican and its allies seem to have decided

that as they are losing the battle against liberal

legislation on contraception, abortion and so on,

their best move is to pressurise as many doctors,

anaesthetists, pharmacists and so on to plead

conscientious objection and so frustrate

implementation of the legal rights they oppose. 

We are popular with the ODIHR staff 

- because we argue from general principles of

Human Rights & non-discrimination, 

- because we complain about the privileged

position of religion, which is attractive when there

are so many religious reps among the NGOs for

the relevant part of the conference, and 

- because we direct our complaints mainly towards

the west European governments, correcting the

prevailing imbalance.  

All these bodies - the OSCE, EU and Council of

Europe - have overlapping agendas, and one

significant area of overlap concerns what they call

intercultural dialogue and what I call the place of

religion or belief in society.  
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So we have been forced to develop our ideas about

this, and (for example) the submission I made to

the PACE Culture Committee was heavily based on

a previous, more substantial submission to an EU-

financed, cross-Europe academic collaboration on

religion in society called Religare - one with a

suspiciously large number of theologians in its

steering group.  

This and other papers have required a principled

but human rights-based elaboration of just what

we think a secular society is, refuting some of the

common claims - for example, that it requires the

religious to keep out of the public square.

I believe this thinking is the most significant work

I’ve been doing as President. You will find links on

our home page to these key papers.

I have not covered by any means all the work the

EHF does but it is high time I stopped talking and

let you ask questions.

DJFP 17 January 2012


